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SUPERBRANDS 2020

Market
The total fans market in 
India is estimated to be 
around 60-65 million 
units, of which the 
organised segment is 
approximately 70%. The 
growth of this industry in a 
tropical country like India 
can be attributed to hot 
and humid weather almost 
all year round, making fans 
more of a necessity than a luxury. 
The Indian electric fans market is 
projected to surpass US$ 2 billion by 2023.

However, with rising 
incomes and aspirations, along 
with increased exposure to 
digital and global lifestyles, Indian 
consumers are fast switching from value-led 
purchase to smarter purchase and love products 
that make their lives easier and offers pride  
of possession. The same shift is being seen in  
the fans market as well, with ever increasing 
demand for premium fans. Today’s consumers no 
longer look at a fan as just another commodity, 
but a complete package to complement their 
lifestyle. Higher disposable incomes and a 
shorter upgradation cycle due to the 
availability of advanced products is driving the 
premium segment. 

Fans have undergone a complete makeover in 
recent years in terms of design and performance. 
They are more silent and energy efficient, durable 
and aesthetically appealing than before. Now we 
have fans with aerodynamic design, which give up 
to 25% more air delivery. Air delivery, which was 
earlier in the range of 220-240 CMM, has gone up 
to 300 CMM. Features such as aerodynamic 
design of the blades, silent motors and concentric 
winding technology make them less noisy. 

Another trend we see in the segment is the 
increasing demand for energy efficient fans 
wherein inverter motor, star ratings etc., come 
into play. Today we have fans with inverter motor 
which consume 50% less energy as compared to 

the induction motor fans. With the trend of 
individualisation catching up fast in India, people 
are looking for more personalised cooling 
solutions which has led to the creation of a new 
segment of air circulators alongside the portable 
fans. Also, with IoT gaining popularity, people are 

remain a frontrunner through the years. The 
company has a history of creating 

disruptions in the market. It 
revolutionised the otherwise 
staid and boring fan industry  
in 1990s by introducing PSPO 
technology which marked a  

key milestone in the Indian  
fans industry.  

Surpassing its competition in the 
organised fans sector, Orient 

became the first Indian fans 
brand to introduce BLDC 
ceiling fans. These not only 
save more than 50% 
power in comparison to 
induction motor based 
fans but also have greater 

reliability, noiseless 
operation and longer lifespan. 
It again reinstated its thought 

leadership in the category when it introduced the 
very silent, very powerful Aeroseries range of 
aerodynamically designed fans in 2017 that 
focuses on the three defining aspects – silence, 
high air delivery and aesthetics. The phenomenal 
success of the range has helped the company to 
emerge as a frontrunner in the premium fans 
segment with close to 50% market share (Source: 
Market Pulse).

Complementing this growth was the company’s 
new range of portable bladeless and lifestyle fans 
which was introduced keeping in mind the 
emerging latent need for safer fans for kids, for 

increasingly adopting smart home devices which 
can be easily controlled using smartphones and 
voice assistants. So swift is the shift 
that even the most common cooling 
appliance like the humble fan has 
gone smart.

As a market-responsive company, 
Orient Electric has positioned itself 
around innovation which is reflected 
in its new generation of innovative 
and visually appealing fans which 
more than satiate the needs of 
consumers looking to match lifestyles 
and who take pride in their 
contemporary interiors. Orient 
Electric has been routinely introducing 
pioneering manufacturing processes 
and technologies thus setting new 
industry benchmarks in terms of 
performance, design, energy efficiency 
and convenience.

Achievements
Orient Electric’s enduring 
commitment to innovation has 
enabled it to storm the market and 

A brand leader as well as a thought leader in the Indian fan industry, Orient Electric is today the largest manufacturer and 
exporter of fans from India with more than 60% share in exports and a presence in over 40 international markets. Driven 
by over 4,000 dealers, 1,25,000 retail outlets and a strong service network covering more than 450 cities, Orient Electric 
rules the domestic market both in small towns as well as in the organised distribution market. Over the years, the company 
has diversified into lighting, home appliances and switchgears to emerge as a one-stop brand for electrical lifestyle solutions.
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i-Series fans was well received by the trade, 
consumers and media. The campaign 
successfully helped the brand to communicate 
its commitment towards innovation and 
energy efficiency, drive premium imagery and 
bring back the element of pride of possession 
in a segment which had become less engaging 
amongst its consumers. It also runs specific 
campaigns on festivals like Onam, Ganesh 

Chaturthi, 
Durga Puja 

and Diwali 
to encash on 

festive buys. 
Orient’s strategy of enhancing the 

visibility of its new products has expanded 
with the marketing mix encompassing both 

traditional and online media. It is collaborating 
with influencers in the segment to amplify its 
marketing plans from time to time. The company 
also participates in trade fairs and exhibitions, 
both nationally and globally, to showcase and 
promote its product range and create great 
consumer experiences.

Brand Values
Excellence, Integrity, Collaboration,  
Trust and Care are the core values  
that describe Orient Electric. The 
company’s vision is to spread happiness 
by smart application of technology. With 
a strong focus on innovation as a way to 
lead the competition, Orient strives to 
create great consumer experiences by 
achieving and exceeding global 
benchmarks in quality, design and 
manufacturing practices.

better air circulation in air-conditioned rooms and 
for personalised air in confined spaces like puja 
rooms, study areas and kitchens.  

Orient Fans has been conferred with the 
coveted consumer validated Superbrands status 
three consecutive times. It also finds mention in 
Limca Book of Records for producing 53.11 lakh 
units of ceiling fans in 2014-15 in its Faridabad 
plant, which is a record for fan production in a 
single year in any factory. Orient Fans is listed as 
one of the top fifteen most trusted Indian brands 
in the consumer durables category in a recent 
survey conducted by Nielsen and commissioned 
by ET Brand Equity. The fans category of Orient 
Electric is rated as the Star Export House by the 
Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Government 
of India.

History
The Indian manufacturing 
industry has undergone 
radical transformation 
over the years. From 
initial industrialisation, the 
license raj to liberalisation 
and today’s global 
competitiveness, this 
industry has seen it all. In 
the early 1950s, when 
the industry was facing  
a tough time due to lack 
of infrastructure, the 
erstwhile Calcutta 
Electrical Manufacturing Company came into 
being. The elation of contributing to India’s 
economic growth by manufacturing quality  
electric fans took root. The company became a 
part of the CK Birla Group in 1954. Since then, 
Orient Electric has been fanning change for more 
than 65 years and delighting its consumers with 
innovative offerings.

Product
Orient Electric today has the widest range of fans 
in its portfolio including ceiling fans, stand fans, 
table fans, wall fans, pedestal fans, exhaust fans 
and multi-utility fans to suit varied evolving needs, 
aesthetic preferences and usage environments. 

Orient Electric’s share of business in premium 
fans has grown considerably in the 
last two years on the back of the 
Aeroseries range. The latest 
addition to this series, Aeroslim 
which was launched in January 
2019, set a new benchmark in the 
segment with its one-of-a-kind 
slim cylindrical design, telescopic 
adjustable mounting to suit varied 
ceiling heights, energy-efficient 
inverter motor and superior 
hydrographic finish. Aeroslim is 
India’s first IoT-enabled fan that 
can be controlled via the Orient 
Smart mobile app or voice 
assistants. Not just in India, Orient 
Aeroslim has been appreciated by 
consumers globally.

In a bid to bring innovation, efficiency and silent 
operation in Table, Pedestal, Wall (TPW) fans, 
Orient has introduced the 5-blade Wind-Pro 
series of portable fans featuring the revolutionary 

Concentric Winding (CTX) technology 
which ensures silent operation, high air thrust 
and low power consumption along with 
higher reliability. The use of concentric 
winding eliminates electrical imbalance, thus 
reducing motor noise. In addition, the dual 
coated wire 
improves insulation 
and eliminates motor/
stator failures.

The company today offers 
a new breed of fans altogether, 
including noiseless fans, 
decorative underlight fans, fans 
with energy-efficient inverter 
motor, aerodynamically designed fans, 

bladeless fans and smart 
ceiling fans that can be 
operated with mobile app 
and voice assistants.

Recent Developments
Orient Electric has always 
challenged the status-quo in 

the segments it 
operates. In line 
with the Indian 
Government’s 
push for energy 
efficiency and 
considering the impact fans could make in terms 
of energy savings for the nation, the company 
made a conscious foray into the inverter fans 
domain.  It introduced the new BEE 5-star rated 
Orient I-Series range of inverter fans powered by 
ECM technology in 2020, which save more than 
50% energy. Making a modest assumption – if 
every new ceiling fan sold has inverter technology, 
India could potentially save approximately 7,000 
GWh of energy every year. Apart from the 

inverter motor, Orient I-Series 
fans range also includes IoT-
enabled models for greater 
convenience and comfort. 

With an aim to leverage the 
fast-growing premium products 
to further strengthen the brand’s 
premium positioning, in 
December 2019, the company 
presented its new Eleganza series 
of air-circulating luxury 
chandeliers with mood lighting. 
Orient Eleganza series has been 
reasonably priced so as to make 
this luxury affordable for the 
aspirational Indian consumer. 
Orient not only wants to grow 

this new category exponentially, but also build a 
dominant share in the next two years.

Promotion
Orient’s fans division has launched many 
integrated campaigns over the years to augment 
brand and product visibility. It has a long standing 
association with the Indian cricket team’s former 
skipper MS Dhoni who is often seen in its 
advertising campaigns. 

Being a consumer facing brand, Orient carries 
out BTL activities throughout the year for its 
product range using different platforms. For select 
product launches, it goes for comprehensive 
360-degree marketing campaigns covering print, 
TV, radio, digital media, dealer level activities and 
OOH to raise brand awareness and reach its 
target audience. Its recent integrated campaign for 

Things you didn’t know about
ORIENT FANS 

✲✲ Orient is the oldest fans brand in India 

✲✲ It has a robust pan-India reach with 
over 1,25,000 retail outlets and a 
service network covering over 450 
cities

✲✲ Orient is the largest manufacturer of 
fans in India

✲✲ Every second fan exported out of India 
is an Orient fan. It exports fans to 
more than 40 countries

✲✲ Orient Aeroslim is India’s first IoT-
enabled, voice-controlled ceiling fan

✲✲ Orient is the first Indian brand to 
introduce concentric winding 
technology in portable fans

✲✲ Orient is the first manufacturer in the 
organised fan sector to introduce 
inverter fans powered by ECM 
technology, which reduces energy 
consumption by 50%

✲✲  Orient Electric finds mention in Limca 
Book of Records, for producing a 
record 53.11 lakh fans at its Faridabad 
plant in 2014-15

✲✲ Orient Fans has been a consumer 
validated Superbrand thrice 
consecutively

orientelectric.com


